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PRG Meeting – Monday 2ND December at 6:00pm 

 
Attendees: 
Emma Kitching (Deputy Practice Manager) 
 
DR (chair and patient representative) 
VS (patient representative) 
PF (patient representative) 
VA (patient representative) 
PB (patient representative) 
AM (patient representative) 
 
Apologies: 
CN (patient representative) 
Dr J Pattekar (GP) 
 
1. Minutes of Last Meeting  
 
PB pointed out that her name was on twice under attendees and apologies.  The rest of the minutes were 
agreed as being accurate. 
 
            Matters arising 
 
Weight clinic – Emma informed that the service was not implemented in January as lack of nursing capacity is 
still an issue.  
 
Nurse Recruitment – The practice has secured a new nurse who is due to start her role on 30th March.  Louise 
comes from a paediatric nursing background so will require training. 
 
E-Consult – This has been up and running a few months now.  Mixed feelings from the staff about it.  One 
patient group member used the service recently and found on that occasion it was not helpful.  She was advised 
to seek emergency help for arm pain. 
 
2. Friends and Family 
 
Results were emailed and posted to members alongside agenda and minutes. 
 
Overall the comments were good.   
 
 

THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 
Results for the Month of November 2019 

 



 0 patients completed the questionnaire at the surgery 
162 patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 
The combined responses were as follows: 
 
1. How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar 
care or treatment?” 

 
 
 
Thinking about your response, what is the main reason why you feel this way? 

 
I don't trust two of your doctors so I would replace them       
Nothing. First class service, from receptionist to Nurse Hayley who as always is efficient, caring and compassionate, excellent nurse.
            
I personally do not find any fault with your service...To pass  remarks on any improvement  that may be needed..... Or required ...
             
Nothing every thing is great       
Would love to hear some soft uplifting music,       
As difficult as it would probably be to staff, I feel out of hours appointments (evenings and weekends) would be very popular.My 
husband is a teacher and finds it difficult to take time for routine appointments and check ups for example. I hope that helps. 
      
       
It's very difficult to say as i think there could be loads of improvements, with improvement comes changes but with there been cuts to 
this and that it would be pointless running ideas out as  they would never come to fruition so things would just stay the same until 
there's another change or a so called improvement for some reason or other which doesn't necessarily benefit the patients I guess 
whatever the way the world is going in  now with its changes and improvements not just with the national health but with everything 
else not sure what direction it's  going in but changes never seem to benefit those people who really genuinely need help 
     
       
Brighten the waiting area up       
I am quite happy the way the doctors practise is running at the moment       
All staff are friendly. Happy with the service I received thank you       
Have reception open from 8am for phone calls. Don't close for lunch and open all day Thursday. Take on more staff as appropriate.
       
Your service is great - Rachel is the best healthcare navigator ever, and Dr.Dowden is the best doctor. Thankyou for all your help x
   
     
Have no telephone lunch break          
Only just joined practice so can't comment at present.        
Make morning appointment  more easy          
"nothing because everything. you do is perfect mr and mrs***"       
G P to understand what the patient needs and not conform to the systems requirements    
   
"Getting an appointment with a doctor of your choice can be difficult .  
Inform patients by phone if there is a long delay so they don't have to sit for a long time waiting"   
A weekend or late night surgery for those working during the day      
The experience I had today was absolutely fine, I was invited for a health check, it was straightforward with everything explained as we 
went along, on today's visit there is nothing I can suggest to improve the   
Give the staff a wage rise x       
Be able to book an appointment for the week ahead not just the day ahead to make it easier to plan around work and school 
commitments       
I think it's a excellent service you do.. The only thing I change is back to being able to phone prescription    
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nothing service is great       
Offer weekend appointments       
Cannot think of anything 
 

Comments about access to weekend and even appointments were discussed and agreed that STEPS 
appointments can be offered to accommodate this. 
 
Soft music in the waiting area is a good idea however this would incur a cost to the practice as license fees 
apply. 
 
The comment about closing over lunch time was discussed in more detail.  The surgery is not actually closed 
over lunch time but the phones are switched off for an hour.  There is a mobile number for emergencies during 
this time.  Some group members felt it was unfair for patients who work and take their lunch during this time.  
Emma pointed out that those patients could submit an e-consult instead. 
 
 

THE NHS FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST 
Results for the Month of December 2019 

 0 patients completed the questionnaire at the surgery 
70 patients responded to our text message on their mobile device 
 
The combined responses were as follows: 
 
1. How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar 
care or treatment?” 

 
 

 

Nothing 
     Very satisfied with my treatment this morning thank you 

Absolutely nothing, quite satisfied with my treatment. 

Nothing great service 
   Waiting time is really bad compare with the old one 

Don't think I could 
You are very good 
I am always satisfied 

Get more nurses 
    Nothing, it's great as it is 

   I think the service is fine 
   Have at least 1 night a week for people who work full time and be able to prebook an apt if necessary 

Not a lot 
     Nothing it's fine at the moment 

  Have more than one nurse who is able to syringe an ear! 

Weekend appointments 
   I waited 15 mins over my appointment time - if this could be shortened that would be great 

Can't think of anything at the moment 
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More staff 
    Less waiting time 
    Not keep busy people waiting ages for their appointments and then when you finally get to see a doctor they waste 

Telling me to take paracetamol, I don’t rarely visit the doctors so i must have been ill very dissatisfied! 

Nothing think it is running well from my experience 

Quite happy the way it is 
   NOT A LOT REALY 

    Dont know 
    Just being able to book an appointment as soon as possible 

 
The comment regarding waiting times compared to the old one was disagreed as we operate a same day service 
compared to up a 2 week wait. 
 
3. Complaints 
 
One minor complaint was discussed: 
 
Patient sent a patient access message to order medication following her consultation “yesterday” at the 
hospital.  Staff replied saying that the Dr needed to wait for letter to prescribe medication.  Patient complained 
that she was referring to a hospital in appointment in November.  However she did not write this in her 
message.  Patient complained that we assumed.  Patient did not wish to make formal complaint but wanted this 
highlighted. 
 
Patient group members pointed out that the hospital should have prescribed her a course first.  Emma has 
discussed this in the meeting and agreed that staff should look at the history in more detail first before replying 
to messages. 
 
4. GP 2 Pharmacy –Update 
 
Staff can now directly offer and book appointments into the pharmacy diary.  This is a much more efficient way 
of working as before the staff used to have to call the pharmacy and pass on the patient’s details.  The 
pharmacy would then have to contact the patient to book an appointment. 
 
There are approximately maximum 25 appointments available per pharmacy each day. 
 

 
5. South Tyneside CCG patient Reference Group  

 
Bob was unable to attend the meeting but handed in information the following day, summarised as 
followed: 
 
1. DNA’s were discussed.  It was realised that a cost of £35 to £65 per appointment. 
2. Pharmacy – 8000 appointments only 800 taken 
3. Patient surveys – It is suggested that patient surveys should be compared with other practices to give a 

better understanding of patient needs 
4. Blood sampling – This was discussed as some practices do sampling where others do not.  Q: Does 

Trinity carry out blood sampling?  Answer: No we do not. 
5. A&E department was discussed and A&E has been rebranded Urgent Care Treatment Centre.  Waiting 

times were discussed and revealed that a small on duty team also dealt with ALL emergencies, 
ambulance emergencies etc.  Doctors and staff have tough targets to meet. 

6. Care Home Team – were on 24/7 nursing in residential homes and have a 3 year contract. 



7. CQC advisory service – Discussed allergy updates and the administration of drugs best practice with 
medical reviews. Q: where is the monthly forum held? By appointment? Staff are able to speak to 
family about patients meds – yearly items ideally a 6 month review would be to target drugs being 
manufactured in India, manufacturing of generic drugs. 

8. Dr Dave Julian on Long Term Conditions – This study is aiming at ailments that cannot be cured by 
medication and other therapies.  Diabetes, blood pressure, heart disease, cancer.  These are 27% of 
ailments.  Many are due to social living standards and the “step up” programme is designed to help and 
identify. The number 1 risk is pain.  The discussed went on to identify risks, how confident in self care, 
right care at the right time with the right support.  A faster access to you care social prescribing will be a 
person centred planned pathway.  

9. New initiative where Marsden, Central, Talbot are to amalgamate. Action:  Bob, please can you shed 
some more light on this at the next meeting? 

 
 
6. AOB 

A) Listening Ear Jarrow –  
 

Kind Mind Community (ST recovery college) and Even Better CIC are very excited to promote our fantastic 
new service, Listening Ear Jarrow. 
  
We offer a free 1:1, confidential listening service to anyone who feels alone, wants to share a problem or 
just wants someone to talk to. 
Our volunteer listeners aren’t councillors and don’t give advice but will listen non-judgementally and value 
you. 
  
The volunteer listeners will be at Grange Rd Baptist Church hall every Friday between 10am and 12noon 
starting Friday 14th February. 
 
Please get in touch if you have any questions on 0191 427 0011 or email 
STRecoveryCollege@mentalhealthconcern.org 
 
B) A group member raised two questions as followed:  

Do x-ray reports go back to the requesting GP or does it go to anyone available to review it.  Answer:  
The x-ray report would go back to the requesting GP unless that GP was on annual leave.  Results are 
then distributed amongst clinicians that day to ensure prompt review. 
How long does it take for staff to review incoming mail and update patient records accordingly?  
Answer:  This depends on workload but at the moment it’s approximately 1 week.  Group member felt 
that her records have not been updated accordingly following her visit in January.  Emma agreed to 
investigate this. 
 

 
EK 13/03/2020 
 
Next Meeting – Monday 1st June 2020 6pm 
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